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Happy Camper's Activity:

All

Reviewed AMERICAN KENNEL CLUB GOLD Housebreak Trainer ...

Our new rescue dog was not using the back yard ...
October 18, 2014

Happy Camper
Walnut Creek, CA

Our new rescue dog was not using the back yard so I got artificial turf & used the Housebreak trainer outside. It worked.
...Read more

Reviewer ranking: #1,279,494

52% helpful
votes received on reviews

Reviewed Behlen Country RE 74 Gallon Galvanized Round End Tank ...

(15 of 29)

activities

1 of 1 people found this review helpful

Reviews (18)

Non-traditional tank use.
July 09, 2014

other
Give Feedback to Amazon

We live in a retirement community & are restricted, somewhat, from planting shrubbery in the ground. We use bamboo to
screen our bedroom window from the public walkway above. I had bamboo planted in large resin pots & found that the root
balls, as the bamboo grew, split the resin pots. I bought this galvanized tank to plant two large 15' high bamboo plants. We are
very pleased with the appearance of the tank & are looking forward too seeing how the tank holds up as the bamboo continues
t grow.
The cost of the tank was substantially less than large traditional pottery pot.
...Read more

Reviewed T.S. Shure The Most Complete Beginners Art Book ...

Great Grandchild gift.
March 03, 2014

Our Grandson is enjoying our gift. He is showing his artistic skills for his entire Family to enjoy. We're very pleased.
...Read more

Reviewed Gardening in Miniature: Create Your Own Tiny Living World ... by Janit
Calvo

Create your landscape
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March 03, 2014

The book is wonderful if you have an interest in creating a miniature landscape. The web site, for Janit Calvo, is informational
with feedback on questions, planning tips and the latest gardening shows they will be showing at. This miniature gardening
hobby is especially wonderful if you have limited space for your regular gardening efforts.
...Read more

Reviewed Bamboo Pajamas Clothing Sleepwear for Women Luxury Gifts for Her
WB0002-BDX-M ...

3 of 3 people found this review helpful

Pretty Pajama's
October 04, 2013

Light in weight and attractive but offer the warmth needed at this time of the year. I will buy additional bamboo pajama's for
summer use. My Wife loves them.....
...Read more

Reviewed Munki Munki Women's Classic Flannel Long Sleeve Pajama Set, Skates,
X-Large ...

Pajsma fits.
September 28, 2013

Very satisfied with the pajama, the fit, the fabric as well as the durability. I will definitely buy more as needed.
...Read more

Reviewed Seedballz Wildflower ...

0 of 1 people found this review helpful

Spring Color
February 11, 2013

It's still a CA winter so no seed germination as yet. The seed balls were applied to a down slope so some of them rolled all the
way down the slope and had to be reapplied.
...Read more

Reviewed Seedballz Butterfly-Hummingbird ...

0 of 2 people found this review helpful

Spring Color
February 11, 2013

It's still a CA winter...no seed germination as yet. I seeded a down slope so some of the seed balls rolled all the way down the
slope and had to be reapplied to the slope.
...Read more
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Reviewed 100% Pure Bentonite Fine Powder 1 Pounds ...

11 of 18 people found this review helpful

Pond Sealer
June 04, 2012

I have a small container water garden. The container/planter is made of a pourous, light concrete material and once filled with
water & fish started leaking water after about two weeks. The leak kept getting worse so I researched materials that could be
applied inside the container without harming the fish & didn't require me to drain the container water garden. Bentonite Clay
expands upward of 16 times its original fine powder form, or basically became like a mud which was applied, in the water, over
the leak area.
The leak was stopped by the application of the Bentonite Clay. The clay is difficult to work with because it is so fine and it
clouded the water until the particles settled to the bottom of the container. I'm looking for a Bentonite Clay product that is larger
in size not the fine powder I purchased.
...Read more

Reviewed Divergent ... by Veronica Roth

0 of 1 people found this review helpful

Five Stars
August 23, 2014

I've read the books & have enjoyed the movie.
...Read more

Reviewed TABASCO Spicy Pickled Okra 12 oz. jar ...

A very flavorful product although a bit expensive. I've ...
August 23, 2014

A very flavorful product although a bit expensive. I've attempted to find the Tabasco products locally but they don't seem to have
a standard distribution, at least in our San Francisco East Bay community.
...Read more

Reviewed Riverz American Natural L/XL Outdoor Straw Sun Hat ...

Great hat......just too small
June 25, 2014

the style, material and style of the straw hat are as good as can be expected. I was very pleases but the hat, even with the
built size adjustment, was too small. I have a San Francisco Hat Co. felt hat that I love and have worn for years.
...Read more

Reviewed Mockingjay (The Final Book of The Hunger Games) ... by Suzanne Collins
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3rd book
March 03, 2014

I'm reading the book now and will be looking forward to the movie. So far the two movies released have stayed very close to
Suzanne Collins books. This final book, so far, has not let me down with it's great story line.
...Read more

Reviewed Trademark Home 82-4986 Aluminum Credit Card Wallet RFID Blocking
Case, Pink ...

Handy and credit card protection
October 04, 2013

I have been using this aluminum credit card wallet for some months now and am very happy with it. I know that the active credit
card readers are becoming more prevalent with thieves so the case is protection against credit card theft. The case also keeps
most of my credit cards and membership cards very handy with easy access. I did find that the inserts, that hold the cards,
cannot be stuffed with cards due to the inserts tearing. Overall I'm very pleased with the case and the peace of mind it offers
me against credit card theft while out in large crowds.
...Read more

Reviewed Metallic Bungee Cord Credit Card Case Wallet (Silver) ...

Protect credit cards
October 04, 2013

This product will keep your essential credit cards together, protected and with a very small footprint. I have additional aluminum
credit card cases that will hold all of my essential membership cards.
...Read more

Reviewed Indestructible Aluminum Wallet/Credit Card Case (Assorted 6 Pack) ...

Easy access & security to credit cards
September 28, 2013

I have struggled to keep my credit & debit cards together. This wallet not only offers, the "all together", flexibility but also offers
security from the new active scan readers that have started becoming more prevalent to crooks that are looking for ways to
steal your credit cards information. It is best to not overload each of the credit card slots which can cause the plastic slots to
tear loose as well as cause to much pressure on the latch which will cause it to fail...I learned the hard way.
...Read more

Reviewed Seedballz Poppy ...

0 of 3 people found this review helpful

Spring Color
February 11, 2013

It's to early, still CA winter, for any sign of seed germination. I seeded a down slope so a few of the seed balls rolled down the
slope and had to be retrieved and put back on the slope.
...Read more
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Reviewed Star Wars Clone Trooper Voice Changer Helmet ...

Grandson's 5th birthday
August 11, 2009

Our Grandson loved the helmet...but....Dad struggled with the getting it put together. It also kept coming apart as it was played
with.
...Read more
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